With the 19th SAE at

Vostok Station, 1973-1975

ROBERT B. FLINT, JR.*
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1964 when I wintered with Soviet exchange scientist Veniamin S. Ignatov at the United States' Byrd
Station. Coincidentally, Dr. Ignatov returned to
Antarctica last year as chief of all Soviet antarctic
stations during the 19th Soviet Antarctic Expedition (SAE), on which I was to become the American
exchange scientist. I became interested in highlatitude geophysical and geomagnetic phenomena
during the 1964 austral winter at Byrd and, as station science leader, during the 1966 winter at Plateau Station. I therefore felt very fortunate to be
selected as an exchange scientist by the National
Science Foundation and by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, and to be invited by the Soviet Arctic and Antarctic Institute
to spend the 1974 winter at Vostok Station (78'28'S.
106°52'E.), high on the plateau of East Antarctica.
1 thus became the 17th American to winter with
the Soviets in Antarctica.

Each year one American scientist is traditionally
invited to winter at one of the Soviet Union's antarctic stations, and a Soviet, in turn, is invited to
winter at a U.S. station. U.S. participants in recent
years have described their experiences in MacNamara (1969), Maish (1970), Vane (1973), and
Grew (175). The precedent for scientist exchange
between the United States and the Soviet Union
was set during the 1957-1958 International Geophysical Year (I(;Y) and is very much in the spirit
of Article III of the Antarctic Treaty.
I became interested in the scientist exchange in

* Present address: 185 Bear Gulch Road, Woodside, California
94062.
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Figure 1. U.S. and U.S.S.R.
antarctic stations.
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Figure 2. Vostok Station, showing (from the foreground) the
hospital, the Inflation shelter, the old main building, the generator building, the drilling complex, and the new buildings.

The Soviet Union has pursued an active research
program in Antarctica since 1956. In addition to
Vostok, six stations are maintained today yearround: Molodezhnaya (67°41'S. 45°51'E.), the
largest station and headquarters of Soviet efforts
on the continent; Mirnyy (66°33'S. 93°01'E.), the
previous chief station and still the coastal terminus
of overland and air supply routes to Vostok;
Novo lazarevskaya (70'46'S. 1150 E.); Leningrad skaya (69°30'S. 159'23'E.); Bellingshausen (62°
12'S. 58°56'W.), on the Antarctic Peninsula. Of
these, Vostok is the only inland station, the only
one at high altitude, and the only one supported
long distance from the coast by tractor train and
airplane. Vostok, which translates to "east" in English, is named after one of two ships of Thaddeus
von Bellingshausen, the great 19th century Russian
explorer who, in 1820, was among the first to sight
Antarctica. Vostok Station was established at the
south geomagnetic pole by tractor train in December 1957, as part of the Soviet IGY program. Except for 1 year, it has been occupied year-round
ever since. In recent years the station's programs,
physical structures, and power generating capacity
have been greatly expanded. The altitude of the

station, 3,488 meters above sea level, makes it the
highest presently occupied station in Antarctica. It
also is the coldest inhabited spot on earth.
On 14 December 1973 I was flown aboard a U.S.
Navy Antarctic Development Squadron Six skiequipped Lc-130 airplane from McMurdo Station
to Vostok, a flight of about 3 hours. U.S. airplanes
have visited Vostok every year since 1964, and the
visit of Americans is eagerly awaited by the Vostochniki (men of Vostok). As before, we Americans
were superbly received with excellent Russian food
and drink, accompanied by toasts expressing fllowship and friendship, sentiments which seem
especially appropriate in the middle of the world's
only international continent. During the 2 hours
that the plane was on the ground, gravity measurements were made for Charles Bentley, Geophysical
and Polar Research Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison. As the U.S. airplane disappeared
over the horizon, I received a large Russian bear
hug with the words, "Now you are one of us!," and
thus found myself a full-fledged member of the
19th SAE.
By previous arrangement, four men who had
wintered at Vostok in 1973 returned to McMurdo
on this flight for a week tour of U.S. stations. They
were headed by Peter Astakhov, the wintering
leader at Vostok, who wintered in 1967 as an exchange scientist at Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station. Included in the group were Volodya Ponomarev, a station physician, Alex Kalesnikov, an
aerologist, and Vitali Kovalenko, chief of the deepdrilling crew at Vostok in 1973. Meanwhile, I became acclimated to the high altitude following a
week of intermittent headaches and an occasional
awakening from sleep gasping for breath. (By contrast, my acclimation at Plateau Station had been
much easier, perhaps due to a short period spent
at South Pole Station on the way.)
Four Americans had wintered at Vostok before:
John Jacobs in 1964, John Taylor in 1966, F.
Michael Maish in 1969, and Dale L. Vance in 1971.
U.S. experiments have been operating continuously at Vostok since 1964; Soviet operators have
maintained the equipment when an American has
not been present. The U.S. experiments are
housed in two small buildings, a Jamesway and a
small rectilinear hut. In addition to seven instrument racks of equipment for U.S. experiments,
the huts contain two bunks, a small electronics
workshop, a small library of English-language
books, and a crude but workable running water
system. Presently the huts are electrically heated.
Snow is partly cleared away from the buildings
every year, but leaving them mostly buried improves their insulation from the cold. These huts
were my home for 13 months.
Besides the American Pavillion, there were five

main buildings at Vostok when I arrived. The camp
is arranged perpendicular to the aircraft runway,
which of course is aimed with the prevailing wind.
Nearest the runway is the American Pavillion. Next
to it is the station leader's quarters and the hospital.
Beyond is the inflation shelter and tracking equipment for aerological balloons. Then comes the old
main building, a sprawling complex built around
the original 1958 station. Housed in this building
are the meteorology, aerology, and magnetics
rooms, a darkroom, a bathroom, the old kitchen,
a cold food storage area, and the old dining room.
Beyond this is the generator building. Finally there
is the drilling site with its two tall, enclosed towers
over the two deep holes. The new buildings of Vostok, of which two were built in 1974, are planned
to extend farther along the same axis. Several small
buildings house scientific experiments.
The season's first Soviet airplane arrived from
Mirnyy on Christmas with all of the fanfare and
excitement that greets the opening of any isolated
station after a long winter. The second U.S. airplane arrived on 2 January 1974, returning the
four Soviets and bringing a few forgotten miscellaneous supplies for the winter. On this flight
Patricia Nicely of the National Science Foundation
and U.S. Navy Lieutenant Ann Coyer became the
first non-Soviet women to visit Vostok.
January temperatures were mild and pleasant.
A record high for Vostok of - 13.3°C was set on 6
January. On almost every day during which the
weather at Mirnyy was good, two Soviet AN-14s
(about the size and carrying capacity of a Dc-3)
would make a roundtrip from Mirnyy to Vostok,
bringing food, equipment, and personnel of the
19th SAE who would replace the 18th for the coming winter. A construction crew erected the foundation and panels of the walls and ceilings for two
new buildings; they would do the interior work
during the winter. On 5 February the season's final U.S. visit to Vostok was made. By the time of
the season's last Soviet airplane on 18 February,
the temperature was already dropping rapidly and
daytime temperatures were in the vicinity of
—50°C.
The winterover complement of Vostok in 1974,
excluding myself, consisted of 25 men: a fuiltime
leader, two doctors, a cook, a radio operator, a
three-man generator and mechanical crew, two
men for a balloon sounding program, a meteorologist, an aurora and magnetics specialist, an ionosonde operator, two satellite trackers, a two-man
drilling crew, a geophysicist attached to the drilling program, and a seven-man construction crew
with an assortment of skills. As a group, the Vostochniki were hard working, harmonious, and jolly.
Vostok has a reputation among the Soviets of being
particularly difficult duty, and there is a certain
November/December 1975

esprit de corps among those selected for this most

isolated outpost. The high morale was also due, I
believe, to the excellent leadership of Oleg N.
Strum, a veteran of two previous winters in Antarctica and several in the Arctic; he is one of those
rare individuals who can sense and defuse morale
problems before they arise. My own good relationship and endless hours of discussion with him are
among my best memories of the year.
My science program continued the four experiments that have been running at Vostok for several
years. Two separate systems for measuring magnetic field variations in the ULF (ultra low frequency= less than 3 hertz) frequency band were
run. Riometers at 30 and 50 megahertz were used
to detect changes in ionospheric absorption at
those frequencies. A broadband VLF (very low
frequency) receiver was used to sample the VLF
spectrum for 2 minutes each hour. On several
occasions the transmitter at Siple was clearly
audible on this system. In addition to the traditional programs, a field mill for measuring vertical electric fields was operated for most of the year,
and some measurements were made of solar radiation. Duplicate copies of all data were made at the
station so that both countries had it directly.
Soviet science programs included daily balloon
soundings, six hourly meteorological observations,
and continuing routine magnetic, ionosonde, and
aurora! observations. Two people operated a
photographic system for geodetic satellite positioning. This job was particularly arduous because it
required them to stand outdoors for long periods
of time during the polar night. The deep-drilling
program was operated on a more modest scale than
in previous years because the crew had been reduced to make room for the construction crew.
Periodic measurements were made in the inactive
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Figure 3. Construction of new buildings.
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Figure 5. A birthday party.

Figure 4. Interior of new dining room.

900-meter hole. The other hole was actively drilled
to over 100 meters using a thermal drill. The two
doctors gave everyone physical exams once a
month, and from selected groups took blood and
saliva samples and electrocardiogram readings at
intervals. Two operations were performed during
the year: an appendectomy was performed on the
radio operator, and stitches were required on two
fingers that a carpenter had nipped with a circular
saw.
Daily routine began with breakfast at 8:00 a.m.
It was non-compulsory and the number of breakfasters dropped off as the year went on. Breakfast
consisted of tea with cereal, noodles, coldcuts and
cheese, or a tasty salt fish. Fresh eggs were served
once a week until the y ran out in June. The morning work period was from 9:00 a.m. until aboui
12:30 p.m. The noon meal was the major meal o
the day and always started with an excellent soul),
followed by a meat, a starch, canned vegetables
and For dessert what the Russians called compoic
fruit in a thin syrup prepared locally. After a shoi
rest period or games, the afternoon work ran uni
5:30 or 6:00 p.m. During most of the winter I spew
the hour before supper at 7:00 p.m. studying th
Russian language with the leader. Supper was
much the same as midday dinner, except that soup
was not served and that tea with bread and jam or
honey replaced dessert. Occasionally supper would
he all the thick tasty pancakes that one could eat.
Until the fresh vegetables ran out in June, after
supper a potato- and onion-peeling detail would
go to work on the food for the next day. A movie
from the large selection at the station was shown

almost every night. While most of the movies were
Soviet, there were several from other Eastern
countries and even a few English, French, and
U.S. ones with dubbed-in Russian dialogue. In
midwinter a well attended class on driving rules
for would-be drivers was substituted for the movie
once a week.
Each day one person was "on duty." He was responsible for washing the dishes after every meal,
for keeping the snowmeker full, and for sweeping

A

Figure 6. The inflation shelter following the 4 July explosion.

out the common areas after evening meals. By way
of compensation, he could wash his clothes in the
washing machine, take a sponge bath, and select
the movie to be shown. If his choice was a popular
one, he might find himself with much help after
the evening meal in order to speed the cleanup
process so that the movie could begin sooner. Snow
was dropped into a melter through a hatch in the
roof of the main building. Before the night began, each man was asked to cut 650 snow blocks in
the clean snow area upwind of the station. The
blocks then were dragged on a tractor sledge into
Figure 8. Two AN-14s on the Vostok runway.

Figure 7. Arrival of the tractor train from Mirnyy.

the station and stacked on the roof for use during
the winter. The supply lasted until the tractors
could again be driven in the spring.
Normal weekend holidays were not observed,
but at least two holidays were declared each month.
One would be a combined birthday party for all
who had birthdays during the month. On these
occasions the evening meal was a banquet following a normal workday. Vodka and wine were served
only on these occasions and were always accompanied by a wide variety of delicious zakuska (horsd'oeuvres) and a special entree. Drinking was entirely in the form of toasts, always beginning with
a toast by the leader. The third toast was always
to our loved ones at home, and, by local tradition,
the fourth became the sincere but ungrammatical
reflections upon the day by the American. The following day became a holiday from normal work except for the routine observation and communication schedules.
The last sun for about 4 months appeared briefly
on 23 April. Although the sun did not reappear
until late August, the twilight around noon was

sufficient for some outdoor work for at least
another month. During full moons it was also easy
to navigate outside. Because of the relatively low
wind and clear skies at Vostok, it is not so uncomfortable or dangerous to walk about outdoors as
one might imagine. Several of us walked the length
of the runway every few days for exercise, atthough the average temperatures were below
—65°C (-85°F) during the 8 months from March
through October. But the maximum wind for the
year was only 17 meters per second and the average
windspeed for the year was only 5.4 meters per
second. Especially during periods of extreme cold,
it was frequently dead calm. Atmospheric pressure
is lower than one would expect at that altitude due
to a constant low pressure system over the continent. Although the altitude of the station is 3,488
meters, the average pressure altitude was 3,879
meters (626.2 millibars) and the maximum pressure altitude (minimum pressure) was 4,171 meters
(602.8 millibars).
July 4 was a memorable day not only for the
celebration that my hosts gave for U.S. Independence Day, but also for the year's closest brush
with tragedy. We had just begun the party under
a touching banner that proclaimed the congratulations of the other Vostochnikm to me on our national holiday when an explosion shook the camp.
"It's the inflation shelter!," shouted Oleg Strum,
"Where are the aerologists?" In a few seemingly
endless seconds everyone was accounted for, but
a dash outside revealed that indeed the inflation
shelter had been wrecked due to the rupture of
one of the high-pressure hydrogen-generating
cylinders. Apparently a safety valve had been
blocked in a previous year. The power cable to
the hospital and to the American Pavillion had
been cut, but power was restored within an hour
by the fast-working construction crew. Incredibly,
over the next four days the shelter was completely
rebuilt using just handtools in —75°C temperatures and in total darkness.
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Figure 9. Exterior of the new station, showing snow blocks
for water.

The move into the new main building was made
on 21 October, although the building had been
officially accepted in a ceremony on 28 July. The
new building included a kitchen, a dining area,
a lounge, a food storage area, and the station's first
flush toilet. High ceilings and double glass windows
give the building a bright, airy feeling. It is noteworthy that the first winter at this replacement for
the original facilities at Vostok coincided with the
first year at the United States' new Amundsen -Scott
South Pole Station, which also replaced buildings
from the IGY era. The new buildings are constructed from prefabricated panels and are supported on a framework over the snow. They are
the same as new buildings at the other Soviet
antarctic stations.
The tractor train that had started from Mirnyy
on 23 October arrived at Vostok 30 November. It
consisted of 12 tractors pulling 16 sleds and was
manned by 16 men. The newcomers, the first physical contact with the outside world since the previous February, were greeted with hugs, pistol
flares, and the traditional Russian welcome of
bread and salt. The load was 350 tons, including
220 tons of fuel. The ratio of weight delivered to
weight of fuel consumed on a roundtrip is about
one-to-one. After a week of recovery and unloading, the iractor train headed back to Mirnyy empty,
making the return trip in just over 2 weeks.
The first American plane of the season arrived
on 22 December, bringing resupply for the programs, New Years presents for the friends with
whom I had wintered, and the first face-to-face
contact with Americans in 10 and one-half months.
The season's first Russian airplane did not arrive
until New Year's Eve because ice conditions had
delayed the arrival of the ships bringing the pilots
to the coastal stations. The Vostok resupply began
in earnest on 13 January, when the ships were able
292
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Figure 10. Author at Vostok Station.

to reach Mirnyy. At that time Vadim Aleynikov,
who would operate the U.S. projects during the
following winter at Vostok, arrived. On 22 January
the U.S. airplane that would take me back to
McMurdo Station landed at Vostok. With characteristic Russian emotion, there were tears in the
eyes of Oleg Struin as we drank a final toast to
our excellent year together. It had been the experience of a lifetime.
I express my appreciation to mySoviet hosts for
making the year most pleasant and fruitful, and to
the National Science Foundation for supporting
the international exchange and projects at Vostok
(grant o pp 74-01912 to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration). The tradition of exchange not only provides an opportunity for a few
scientists of each country to get to know their
counterparts in the other country, but it is used to
expand the geographical base of each country's
antarctic programs toward a common goal of expanding scientific knowledge.
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